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https://www.instagram.com/twopapernightingales/
http://www.facebook.com/twopapernightingales
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CONTACT 

All press enquiries please contact: 
Kaylin George  
❖ 763-219-6403 
❖ kaylinmgeorge@gmail.com 

 

LINKS 

All press kit materials available for download here: 
Electronic Press Kit 
❖ Trailer 
❖ Poster 
❖ Publicity Photos 
❖ Stills 

 
Visit our social media pages: 
❖ Website 
❖ Instagram 
❖ Facebook 
❖ IMDb 

mailto:kaylinmgeorge@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rTJx2-xDhHb_jtuFNe_PAPLtis_av3wO
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1T296JL9-OXaOuQHMCEj0M4Vry2961kL6
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OBlxZxe6M-e7Nl5r2fJTTB1L9ga5SjqL
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Y_C9OdSPEfg0sFi9yPOaLWOyn_03N83H
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16LEcji37YUZBhiT7JNJYwBHaqwwIzlwT
https://www.twopapernightingales.com/
https://www.instagram.com/twopapernightingales/
https://www.facebook.com/TwoPaperNightingales/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt9848654/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
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TAGLINE 
What makes us all different is not as important as what makes us all the same.  
 

LOGLINE 
In the internationally award-winning film, “Two Paper Nightingales,” experience a 
breathtaking fairytale that spans across three countries. When a fair and lovely princess, 
living in a kingdom of secrets and mistrust, discovers that her nation’s foreign “enemies” 
are not so different from herself, she will have to make a bold choice in order to prove 
that “what makes us all different is not as important as what makes us all the same.” 

 

LONG SYNOPSIS 
Before the invention of written language, the calendar, or even the wheel, humankind 
invented storytelling. The world’s most memorable stories— from the Epic of Gilgamesh 
to the Odyssey— unapologetically transcend cultural and generational boundaries. In 
other words, we always have and always will love a good story. 
 
“Two Paper Nightingales,” was inspired by the idea that the endurance of some of the 
world’s favorite stories in folklore, mythology, and fairytales is proof that we all have a lot 
more in common than we may realize.  
 
“Two Paper Nightingales,” was written as a fairytale that intercuts between the 
perspectives of three warring cultures. The lovely princesses of each group live hidden 
behind their gilded palace gates while, outside, a vicious war rages. When the conflict 
becomes impossible to ignore, the women find themselves struggling between prejudice 
and acceptance of those who are “other.” Finally, when the elder princess discovers that 
her nation’s foreign “enemies” are not so different from herself, she will have to make a 
bold choice in order to reunite with a most beloved sister and, ultimately, to prove that 
“what makes us all different is not as important as what makes us all the same.” 
 
Both whimsical and deeply emotional, this award-winning short has screened at the 
Director’s Guild of America and at a number of prestigious festivals, including 
international festivals in Tokyo, Japan and Jaipur, India. From the hearts of passionate 
emerging filmmakers, “Two Paper Nightingales” is truly an earnest and radiant 
adventure. 
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
When I was a little girl, I grew up with all kinds of fairytales and folklore. I’ve always been 
inspired by these stories. There was one story in particular that was one of my favorites; 
and this story was very specific about where it took place. It mentioned food, clothing, 
names, religion, etc. Tucked within the inside cover of this book was a note reminding 
the audience where the story originated. Years later, a friend took an international trip 
and brought back for me a book of fairytales. Within it, I found the same exact story from 
my childhood! But a few things had changed. While the characters and story were the 
same, the details were different and the narrator claimed that the story had originated in 
a completely different country. At that moment, I felt that the idea of a story “belonging” 
to a specific group of people was very odd, when the world’s best stories are the ones 
that transcend all boundaries and are shared between different peoples. The stories that 
persevere as folklore and fairy-tales are proof that, as different as we may seem, we have 
a great deal in common, like love, friendship, pursuit of happiness. . . I feel that, right now, 
this couldn’t be a more relevant and poignant theme. So, when my team and I set out to 
create “Two Paper Nightingales,” we wanted to reflect on the elements of stories that 
connect us all.  
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KEY CREW 

 

 

DIRECTOR 
Kaylin George 
Influenced by a mixed 
background, a childhood 
spent moving from place to 
place, and her passion for 
travel, Kaylin finds herself 
drawn to stories centered 
around diverse characters 
who share a connection. 
Kaylin has worked for the 
production company 
VirginEarth (Tokyo), and 
she now works in the 
literary department at The 

Gersh Agency (Beverly 
Hills). 
PRODUCER 
Jeffrey Haskell 
Jeff is an international 
filmmaker, having lived in 
Venezuela, Scotland, 
Trinidad, and the USA.  He 
believes in the universal 
language of storytelling and 
works to incorporate 
international stories into his 
work. Jeff currently works 
as a post production 
supervisor at Trikon 
Production House. 

 
 
PRODUCER 
Georgia Franklin-Willis 
Georgia grew up in a 
household full of strong 
women, and is dedicated to 
telling women’s stories. 
She enjoys writing, 
directing, and producing. 
Before “Two Paper 
Nightingales,” she 
co-produced an 
independent short and 
production managed a 
thesis film as a sophomore. 

 
 
First Assistant Director ………………………………... 
Unit Production Manager ……………………………. 
Director of Photography ……………………………... 
Production Designer ……………………………………. 
Art Director …………………………………………………... 
Costume Designer ………………………………………. 
Editor …………………………………………………………….. 
Sound Designer………………………………………….... 
Composer …………………………………………………….. 

Arthur Asseman 
Jacob Greene 
Arin Meyer 
Noah Dains 
Athena Saxon 
Kelly Broderick 
Hayley Stablow 
Eli Weiss 
Robert  
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KEY CAST 

 

 

 

 

 
Narisa Suzuki   Anjali Nath Ria Patel 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Yukina Takase Félixe de Becker Shreya Jhalani 
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STILLS 
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PUBLICITY PHOTOS 
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Publicity Photos Shot on Film 
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FAQs 
What inspired you to create this film? 

Kaylin George: When I was a young girl, my mother read a fairytale which was very 

specifically rooted in Iran. It talked about clothing, food, names, geographic location, etc 

. . . all things which pointedly nodded to a specific culture. Fairytales are very special and 

very important because they’re designed for children, but they really tout adult values. 

We’re meant to learn about our world through such stories: how to behave, what’s good, 

what’s bad, etc. Fairytales really encapsulate the core values of a group of people. 

Years later, at university, I still had a keen interest in these stories. One of my closest 

friends took a trip to Greece and he came back with a book for me-- a book on Greecian 

fairy tales. I found a story in that book that was the exact same story as the one I had 

grown up with, only the clothing, food, names, and locations were changed. But besides 

those very specific details, it was undeniably the exact same story; there’s no doubt they 

shared an origin. And yet, on the inside covers of both books was a statement reading 

“authentic story to the people of Iran” or “true story based in Greece.” In that moment, I 

found the idea of a story “belonging” to a particular group of people as odd-- when the 

world’s best stories are ones that transcend all boundaries. And so that was the 

inspiration for this film. We all think we’re very different, but at the end of the day, many 

core values-- values like love, family, friendship-- are shared between all peoples. And 

we’d see that if we didn’t get so hung up on the things that make us different.  

 

Why Japan, India, and France? What went into that decision? 

Kaylin George: I selected those cultures for a few reasons. Firstly, in real life, they are all 

geographically too far apart to have been waging foot wars with one another at their 

borders. This was important to me because I didn’t want anyone to think that the “war” 

which takes place in “Two Paper Nightingales” was based on any kind of real, historical 

event. Secondly, I felt that the visual aesthetic of each of these cultures was very striking, 

distinct, and recognizable to viewers. They also tend to favor very different color 

palettes. I wanted this because I relied on visual contrast to push the themes of the film. 

Thirdly, I felt that each of these countries had strong cinematic histories that I personally 

have always been inspired by in my work, so it felt right to me.  
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How did you make sure the content was accurate? 

Kaylin George: The answer to that question is that it absolutely isn’t accurate. “Two 

Paper Nightingales” is not truthful to any one historical time or place. For example, the 

costuming in the Japanese Room is from a totally different time period than the hair 

styling. The makeup worn during the Indian dance is associated with a particular 

classical Indian dance which is not the same kind of classical Indian dance as what the 

actresses are actually performing. The French wedding dress most likely would not have 

been white at this time. The circular archway in the Japanese Room is more associated 

with Chinese architecture than Japanese. The language all characters speak in is more 

contemporary than would be truthful to the time . . . etc. And yes, a few of these 

decisions were budget-based, but most of them were creative decisions. I wanted this 

film to be fantastical, whimsical, colorful,  and surreal. I wanted to take a genuine slice of 

culture and then extrapolate it into an EXPLOSION of fantasy. To achieve that, I felt it 

would be good to not know exactly where and when we are. It’s meant to be fantasy, it’s 

meant to be dreamlike, it’s meant to be magical-- it’s not meant to be accurate.  

 
What’s it like directing when the actors are speaking their dialogue in a language you 

don’t speak yourself? 

Kaylin George: The first time I directed a film in a language I didn’t speak was when I 

was living in Japan, and I learned a lot during that first process. In truth, it’s not all that 

different from directing a silent film. Since you can’t understand the words, it forces you 

to wholy focus on the emotion the actors are experiencing-- to focus on the genuineness 

of that performance. The big difference in directing dialogue in a language that you 

don’t speak is that you need a much higher level of trust and much more actor-director 

preparation. The actor has to understand their character in-and-out and be one-hundred 

percent on the same page as you. And then, they need to trust you enough, feel 

comfortable enough, care enough, to be honest with you. It’s important to have as many 

translators as possible to check and double check and triple check your translation, but 

the actor is always my last and most important check. And when she truly knows the part 

and she truly trusts you, she’ll tell you, “I know my character wouldn’t say it like that.” 

And we’ll make those adjustments because, after all that actor-director preparation, I 
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believe they know their character best. But, we take enough time in prep to make those 

dialogue changes in rehearsal. That way, we have time to check it and to think about it 

before shooting. If you’re a hyper-controlling director, this is something you really 

wouldn’t enjoy, but I love feeling like I can empower my actors to realize their characters. 

If you don’t do that-- empower your actors to know the character as well as you do-- 

then you’ll find out in the editing room-- or worse, in the theatre-- that your intention for 

the character doesn’t match their dialogue.  

 

What was the most important aspect of this production? 

Kaylin George: Absolutely the cast and crew. We were told that this film couldn’t be 

done-- not with the amount of money, time, resources, and experience which we had to 

do it with.  Every member of this crew was doing things which we had never even 

attempted before. But no matter how big the ask, how late the hour, how 

seemingly-insurmountable the challenge, our team didn’t flinch. I have a story that really 

encapsulates the attitude that my crew had: one day, we found out that we may not get 

access to a camera dolly for the cinematography department, and our shot-list was 

almost entirely made up of dolly shots. So, I called up my director of photography and 

told her the news. Instead of being angry or frustrated she just said, “Well, if we don’t get 

a dolly, then my dolly grip will push me around in a wheely-chair.” She was being 

completely earnest. And that was the best thing she could have said to me, not because 

it was feasible (because it probably wasn’t) but because it just proved that this crew was 

going to stop at nothing to make this movie happen. That was the attitude of every 

single crew member every single step of the way. They just wouldn’t say die. I am proud 

of the product that we made, but at the end of the day,  the most important part of the 

whole thing was just that we did it.  
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AWARDS 
- Student Academy Awards - Finalist 
- Leo Freedman First Cut - Winner (private screening at the Director’s Guild of America) 
- Temple University Japan Film Festival - 1st Place and Audience Choice Award 
- Jaipur International Film Festival - Official Selection 
- Vail Film Festival - Official Selection  
- Pasadena International Film Festival - Official Selection 
- Nevada Women’s Film Festival - Official Selection  
- Lady Filmmakers Film Festival - Best of its Category 
- Burbank International Film Festival - Finalist 
- Fort Lauderdale International Film Festival (coming soon)  
- Shondaland X Seriesfest Director Competition - Semifinalist  
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REVIEWS 

Reviews by Anonymous Members of the Leo Freedman First Cut Industry Alumni Panel: 
 

“This was beautiful. Love how this told a fairy tale-like story through the lens of different 
cultures. Production value, costumes, and production design really sell it. It reminds me 
of the story structure in CLOUD ATLAS.” 
 

“Distinctive stylistically. It really is a good essay piece to show that we are more similar 
than different in our histories, cultures and myths. These are three parallel story lines but 
it did not feel repetitive, which is a product of either great screenwriting or superb 
editing. The set designer really delivered. This is a lofty vision which is executed with 
excellence.” 
 

“. . . Beautiful costume design and choreography. Loving that different cultures were 
telling the same story and dealing with what “different” was to each of them. Such a great 
piece to see the overlapping perspectives. Simple story with a great message. The use of 
artwork throughout to help guide the story and choreography was great. Overall, was 
really pleased with the artistry, storytelling and the level of commitment to making sure 
that these cultures were represented properly and respectfully. An audience can tell that 
a lot of thought and consideration went into how everything was represented and how it 
all came together. Really impressive.”  
 
 
 

PUBLICATIONS 
- https://www.oscars.org/news/meet-2019-student-academy-awards-finalists 
- https://blogs.chapman.edu/dodge/2019/08/08/semi-finalists-2019-saa/ 
- http://www.thepantheronline.com/news/two-dodge-students-are-finalists-for-stude

nt-academy-awards?fbclid=IwAR1T1E2eXVSBR5uWV2xd9T67BeqbBf6UPa-Edq1aa
onJOWx932n3niI1Qbc 

 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.oscars.org/news/meet-2019-student-academy-awards-finalists
https://blogs.chapman.edu/dodge/2019/08/08/semi-finalists-2019-saa/
http://www.thepantheronline.com/news/two-dodge-students-are-finalists-for-student-academy-awards?fbclid=IwAR1T1E2eXVSBR5uWV2xd9T67BeqbBf6UPa-Edq1aaonJOWx932n3niI1Qbc
http://www.thepantheronline.com/news/two-dodge-students-are-finalists-for-student-academy-awards?fbclid=IwAR1T1E2eXVSBR5uWV2xd9T67BeqbBf6UPa-Edq1aaonJOWx932n3niI1Qbc
http://www.thepantheronline.com/news/two-dodge-students-are-finalists-for-student-academy-awards?fbclid=IwAR1T1E2eXVSBR5uWV2xd9T67BeqbBf6UPa-Edq1aaonJOWx932n3niI1Qbc
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HOME / NEWS / MEET THE 2019 STUDENT ACADEMY AWARDS FINALISTS 

MEET THE 2019 STUDENT ACADEMY AWARDS FINALISTS 

 
Tuesday, August 13, 2019 - 12:00 

Read the full list of the 2019 Student Academy Awards finalists below and learn more about our 
program at http://oscars.org/saa. 

Alternative/Experimental (Domestic and International Film Schools) 
 

Georden West, "Patron Saint," Emerson College 
Nicole Aebersold, "Rumours," Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF - Germany 
Kaylin George, "Two Paper Nightingales," Chapman University 
 
Animation (Domestic Film Schools) 
 

Aviv Mano, "Game Changer," Ringling College of Art and Design 
Kalee McCollaum, "Grendell," Brigham Young University 
Emre Okten, "Two," University of Southern California 
Liukaidi Peng, "CRUNCH," School of the Visual Arts 

https://www.oscars.org/
https://www.oscars.org/news
https://www.oscars.org/saa
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Sanghyun Kim, "Misguided," Ringling College of Art and Design 
Trilina Mai, "Push," California State University - Long Beach 
Asher Horowitz, "why z?," School of Visual Arts 
 
Animation (International Film Schools) 
 

Veronica Solomon, "Love Me, Fear Me," Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF - 
Germany 
Mohamad HOUHOU, "The Ostrich Politic," Gobelins, l'école de l'image - France 
Daria Kashcheeva, "Daughter," FAMU - Film and TV School of the Academy of Performing 
Arts in Prague - Czech Republic 
 
Documentary (Domestic Film Schools) 
 

Eva Rendle, "All That Remains," University of California, Berkeley 
Jordan Klein and Aaron Rose, "Off The Court: The Story of Kezo Brown," Northwestern 
University 
Jordan Gorman, Brenten Brandenburg, and Kaustubh Singh, "That Was Ray," Chapman 
University 
Shelby Thompson, "Relentless," Chapman University 
Abby Lieberman and Joshua Lucas, "Something To Say," Columbia University 
Princess Garrett, "Sankofa," Villanova University 
Chuang Xu, "Twinkle Dammit!," School of Visual Arts 
 
Documentary (International Film Schools) 
 

Gisela Carbajal Rodríguez, "Oro Blanco," University of Television and Film Munich (HFF) - 
Germany 
Alejandra Retana, César Camacho, and César Hernández, "The winds Heritage," University of 
Guadalajara - Mexico 
Yifan Sun, "FAMILY," The Polish National Film, Television and Theatre School in Lodz - 
Poland 
 
Narrative (Domestic Film Schools) 
 

Sarah Gross, "Boléro," University of Southern California 
Jeremy Merrifield, "BALLOON," American Film Institute 
Asher Jelinsky, "Miller & Son," American Film Institute 
Oran Zegman, "Marriage Material, the Musical!," American Film Institute 
Hao Zheng, "The Chef," American Film Institute 
Omer Ben-Shachar, "Tree #3," American Film Institute 
Caroline Friend, "Under Darkness," University of Southern California 
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Narrative (International Film Schools) 
 

Zoel Aeschbacher, "Bonobo," ECAL - Switzerland 
Rikke Gregersen, "Dog Eat Dog," Westerdals Kristiania University College - Norway 
Charlie Manton, "November 1st," National Film and Television School - United Kingdom 
Johannes Bachmann, "Quiet Land Good People," Zurich University of Arts - Switzerland 
Natalia García Agraz, "The last romantic," Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica - Mexico 
Masha Clark, "Señor," The London Film School - United Kingdom 
Korwin Quiñonez, "Human," Incine - Ecuador 
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Four Dodge Films Named Semi-Finalists for 
2019 Student Academy Awards 
August 8, 2019 

Esther Shin 

 
 

The Student Academy Awards have announced their semi-finalists, which include four 

films produced by Dodge students. 

In 1972 The Academy established the Student Academy Awards “to support and 

encourage excellence in filmmaking at the collegiate level.” Past Student Academy 

Award winners have gone on to receive 62 Oscar nominations and have won or shared 

11 awards. Past winners include Pete Docter, Robert Zemeckis, Patricia Riggen, Cary 

Fukunaga, Patricia Cardoso and Spike Lee. In total, four student films from Dodge 

College have won a Student Academy Award. 

This year 1,615 films were submitted for consideration, but only 81 were named 

semi-finalists, placing these films in the top five percent of submissions. 

The following films have made it to the semi-final stage: 

https://www.oscars.org/
https://www.oscars.org/saa
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● “Two Paper Nightingales,” a senior thesis film by Kaylin George (BFA/FP ’19) 

● “That Was Ray,” a Community Voices project by Brenten Brandenburg 

(BFA/FP ’19), Jordan Gorman (BFA/FP ’19), Kaustubh Singh (BFA/NWD ’19) 

and To “Derek” Wan (MFA/DOC ’19) 

● “Relentless,” a senior documentary thesis film by Shelby Thompson 

(BFA/NWD ’19) 

● “Xinyan: One Child Left Behind” a graduate documentary thesis by Yang Sea 

Liu (MFA/DOC ’19) 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to all four student films! To track more exciting activity by Dodge 
students in the film festival circuit, check out Dodge College’s Film Festival Updates. 

Finalists will be announced by mid-August. This year’s awards take place on October 

17, 2019 at the Samuel Goldwyn Theater. 

Featured image: still from “Two Paper Nightingales 

https://www.twopapernightingales.com/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10261686/
https://blogs.chapman.edu/dodge/2019/04/05/community-voices-2019/
https://shelbythompp.myportfolio.com/relentless
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10303956/?ref_=nm_knf_t1
https://blogs.chapman.edu/dodge/?s=film+festival+update
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Two Dodge students are finalists for 
Student Academy Awards 

09/01/2019by Shayna Chapman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shelby Thompson was nominated for a Student Academy Award from the Academy of Motion Pictures for her film 
“Relentless.” The short documentary focuses on Marty O’ Connor, an athlete. Photo by Gabriella Anderson 

 

Kaylin George and Shelby Thompson have their eyes set on one date: Oct. 17. It will be a day 

that could change their careers, as they are in the running to win a Student Academy Award 

from the Academy of Motion Pictures. 

http://www.thepantheronline.com/author/shayna-chapman
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In August 2019, George, a Film Production major, and Thompson, a Broadcast Journalism and 

Documentary major, were among the 36 nominees for the award, beating out thousands of 

applicants. 

“There were so many incredible pieces made and so many talented individuals who are 

submitting,” George said. “It really is amazing to have been selected. It means so much to 

myself and my crew.” 

To students at the Dodge College of Film and Media Arts, the Student Academy Awards 

provides filmmakers with greater confidence in their work as well as career opportunities. 

Past recipients have gone on to submit their films to festivals like the Sundance Film 

Festival–the largest film festival in the U.S.–amongst others. 

Being a nominee or recipient of a Student Academy Award can open doors in the film and 

television industry for media students to begin their careers, according to Michael Kowalski, 

interim dean of Dodge. 

“(The nomination) was super unexpected,” Thompson said. “I’m completely honored and I was 

truly amazed and shocked.” 

It was both George’s and Thompson’s first time submitting their film to the Student Academy 

Awards. 

George’s film, “Two Paper Nightingales,” brings current world problems like resentment into a 

fantasy universe, as two sisters find themselves with varying views of culture. She has been 

nominated in the alternative/experimental film category. 

George credits the film’s inspiration to a story her mother used to read to her as a child. 
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“When I was very young, there was a particular fairytale called ‘Forty Fortunes.’ It had detailed 

illustrations and depicted Iran thousands of years ago,” George said. “When I was a little bit 

older, I had a friend of mine who travelled to Greece bring me back a book of Grecian fairy tales 

and I found in that book the exact same story that I had grown up reading with my mother.” 

Thompson’s film “Relentless” falls under the category for short domestic documentary and 

follows the comeback story of Marty O’Connor, an athlete left disabled after an accident, who 

reclaimed his life through his love for snowboarding. Thompson’s documentary– which shows 

O’Connor’s perseverance and life after his accident. 

“It was his relentless journey, finding acceptance and then eventually getting back to what he 

loves,” Thompson said. 

Thompson met O’Connor while working as his intern. Unsure of her senior thesis topic at the 

time, she found her inspiration through her work with him. Their mutual love of sports and 

community led Thompson to her documentary, now in the running for the prestigious award. 

Kowalski told The Panther that receiving a nomination for a Student Academy Award is a great 

boost to a student’s resume and can open many doors. The Student Academy Awards are a 

great benefit to the ranking of Dodge among other schools as well, he said. 

“We’re extremely proud and it reflects well on our school,” Kowalski said. “The fact that there is 

a number of nominations says something about our program.” 
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